PRESS RELEASE

REALE MUTUA: FROM BBB+ to AFITCH RATINGS IMPROVE A NOTCH
The parent company of Reale Group and its Spanish subsidiary
Reale Seguros welcome a significant recognition in terms of credit rating
Turin, 30 May 2019 – Fitch Ratings announced that Reale Mutua and its Spanish subsidiary Reale
Seguros Generales received an Insurer Financial Strength (IFS) upgrade from BBB+ to A-, thus
maintaining the "negative" outlook.
This assessment — which confirms the soundness of the Italian insurance company and of one of
the main companies in the Group — was issued following the new criteria published on 11 January
2019 concerning the methodology applied to the rating assessment, after the Under Criteria
Observation (UCO) period, which involved the entire Italian insurance sector.
In the press release issued on October 10, 2018, Fitch Ratings affirmed Reale Group companies at
BBB+ with a "negative" outlook. This figure reflected the Group's high capitalisation (stemming
from a Solvency II ratio of 271% during the first half of 2018 and the absence of financial leverage)
and solid business profile, furthermore strengthened by factors such as the consolidation of its
position in Italy with the acquisition of the Italian companies which are part of the Uniqa Group,
the growing presence in Spain and the expansion in Chile, which reinforces the strategy of
geographic diversification sought by Reale Group. However, ratings affirmed by Fitch were limited
by Italy’s sovereign debt rating (BBB with a negative outlook), given the Group's exposure to
Italian sovereign debt.
Fitch Ratings has announced that this rating upgrade does not so much reflect a change in the
credit fundamentals of the rated companies, but instead depends on an amendment of the
methodological criteria applied to insurance companies. The key element was therefore the
removal of the “sovereign constraint” and the top-down approach that distinguished it; country
risk and credit risk in Italy have been included in the bottom-up analysis of the various existing
credit factors, which have hence been revised.
Fitch Ratings, based on the results of the stress tests, finally specified that:
- if the sovereign debt rating of the Italian State were downgraded by one notch to BBB-, Reale
Mutua and Reale Seguros ratings could also be downgraded by one notch;
- if the sovereign debt rating of the Italian State were downgraded by two notches to noninvestment grade BB+, then Reale Mutua and Reale Seguros ratings could also be downgraded by
two notches;

- ratings of Reale Mutua and Reale Seguros could be downgraded if the Group’s combined ratio
worsens to over 105% over an extended period of time or if the score resulting from the Prism
FBM model worsened below the “strong” category;
- Reale Mutua and Reale Seguros’ outlook will be revised to “stable” if Italy's outlook is revised to
“stable”.
“We are very proud to have recovered the A- rating, one that Fitch Ratings had already assigned to
us in 2008, the year we first requested the rating. Fitch’s rating therefore confirms the features
which distinguish us: utmost soundness, resistance and resilience, even in the highly uncertain and
difficult scenario that has defined the economic, financial and political context in which we have
operated over the past decade” states Luca Filippone, General Manager of Reale Mutua. “The
rating reflects our growing assets, one of the highest solvency margins in Europe, the
strengthening of the Group in Italy with the acquisition of Uniqa companies, and our growing
consolidation in the international markets where we operate, such as Spain and Chile. Besides the
encouragement received from the achievement of this brilliant result, at Reale Group we will
continue to strive to maintain our high competitiveness on the market by continuous innovation in
terms of strategies and processes, while embodying the principles of mutuality that have been
guiding our actions in favour of our members and policyholders for over 190 years.”
Founded in Turin in 1828, the Società Reale Mutua di Assicurazioni is the most relevant Italian insurance company
under the form of a mutual insurance scheme. It is the parent undertaking of the Reale Group, an international group
with more than 3,700 employees who safeguard approximately 5 million customers. Reale Mutua offers an extensive
range of products, both in the Life and Non-life insurance businesses. Its members and policyholders total almost 1.4
million and refer to 355 agencies across the whole of Italy. The company has a high level of financial solidity,
underscored by a solvency ratio (Solvency II) of 370.7% (year end 2018), calculated using the internal Partial Model.

Reale Group is an international group which operates in Italy, Spain and Chile via its parent company, Società Reale
Mutua di Assicurazioni - the largest Italian mutual insurance company - and its subsidiaries. It offers solutions to and
safeguards approximately 5 million customers in the insurance, banking, real estate and services sectors. With over
3,700 employees in Italy, Spain and Chile, Reale Group has one of the highest levels of financial solidity in the market,
underscored by a solvency ratio (Solvency II) of 281.4% (year end 2018), calculated using to the Group’s internal Partial
Model.
Reale Group closed the financial year 2018 with a profit of 148 million euros and with an income from collected
premiums of 4,981 million euros, up compared to the previous year.
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